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A Successful

Journey
Company Proﬁle
QJ (Pvt) Ltd. was founded by Abdul Jabbar Ameen in 1980, as a construction
company, with a humble beginning, over a very short period it has attained goodwill
and reputation in Pakistan. Its remarkable achievements are a result of hard work,
honesty, dedication & an innovative approach to maintain quality, durability and
comfort. The WE Group was initially operated as a construction Endeavors. Through
its CEO Qaiser Jabbar’s vision, strategic diversion and unwavering commitment , the
WE Group has emerged as premium conglomerate with a diversified business
portfolio. WE has enjoyed an impeccable reputation for over three decades as QJ
Builders. We may have grown beyond our most ambitious dreams, however, one thing
has remained the same – the pursuit of excellence and strong social responsibility is at
the core of our philosophy.
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Our Mission
Our mission is to surpass the expectations of our valuable stakeholders by
providing them something innovative and versatile with substantial dedication and
integrity.

CIVIC145

Our Vision
Our vision is to go beyond your vision.

WE Group is known as the ascending conglomerate with a diversified portfolio. Our key objectives are the
Quality Management and Customer Satisfaction. WE are committed to developing an integrated life style
communities. Through our projects we conceptualize the master planned neighborhoods, that integrate
amenities such as shopping malls, hotels, leisure avenues, educational institutes etc. The dynamic business world
is an opportunity for us to establish as a best brand of choice in all fields. WE began as one humble dream and
Qaisar Jabbar
extended beyond it, lets reach out even beyond together.
C.E.O

Our Values
Innovation Collaboration Dedication Integrity Versatile Rapid Response
Corporate Social Responsibility
Creating Employment Economic Development Better Environment Security

QJ Hut & Murree
Meadows

Portfolio
QJ Pvt. Ltd.
QJ (Pvt) Ltd. was founded by Abdul Jabbar Ameen in 1980, as a construction company, with a humble beginning, over a very short period it has
attained goodwill and reputation in Pakistan. Its remarkable achievements are a result of hard work, honesty, dedication & an innovative
approach to maintain quality, durability and comfort. QJ PVT Ltd, provides their customers highly valued added construction services that
satisfies their needs according to the new modern world.

QJ Pvt Ltd.

ALL 8 Corner
All 8 Corner is absolutely committed to achieving the best design solutions possible whether Apartment, House, Offices, restaurants or business
environment. WE aim to recognize the charm and unique character of each home or space and develop it into a complimentary interior aesthetic.
For that WE introduce Interior and Exterior Design to add class in your lifestyle. WE provide you quality driven interior and exterior designs and
consultancy services with friendly and customer oriented designs

Begum Rukhsana Welfare Trust
WE provide shelter
WE have started welfare project , named Begum Rukhsana Welfare Trust, established in 2012 as a non-profit organization. The main purpose of
trust is to provide educational and social amenities and care to the deprived people.
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF TRUST
Welfare for deserving people.
Promotion of education, moral, social and ethical values in youth.
Provision of free of cost books and scholar ships to all deserving students.
Establishment of free medical centers.
Establishment of vocational, social and computer education also provision of driving school.
Free treatment for all deserving patients.
Recreational activities like Football, Volleyball, swimming and other healthy activities, exercise and arrangement of different tournaments.
Trust will also be able to resolve real time issues related to the areas through areas representatives.

Edge Restaurant
For the ultimate view, sometimes its best to leave the city and admire it from far. Above QJ Heights, across korang river, WE bring out a quality
dinning option with all of its skyline glory. Services and facilities “Multi Cuisine Restaurants State of the Art, Spa and Health Club, Shopping Arcade,
Banquet and Conferences Facilities, Complimentary Wi-Fi Access, Valet Parking.”

R E S TA U R A N T S

Diamond Tower
in Bahria Town

An unmatched level of excellence
defines the magnificent and modern
Apartments against a clear blue sky and
sprawling greens. Let your eyes soak in
the panoramic views of its landscaped
habitat.

About Bahria Town
Rawalpindi

Designed for people that have grown to
appreciate the finer things in life, Bahria
Enclave will offer a vibrant community
atmosphere with a safe and wholesome
ambience.
A stimulating new approach
towards life is being launched in
Bahria Town. Which is set to
become Pakistan's most
expedient, privileged and
alluring way of life. Experience
luxury living on a whole new
level in Safari Villa, a
masterpiece that delivers
quality of life at its very best.

Bahria Town is the largest and most
modern housing project of Pakistan
and Asia. It is considered the
undisputed market leader and trend
setter of real estate sector in Pakistan
in terms of quality of development,
lifestyle and services. Malik Riaz
Hussain is the Chairman of Bahria
Town who embodies an eye catching
tale of hard struggling and
patriotism.
Newsweek calls Bahria Town as
“Gateway to Heaven”. It takes care
of both it’s residents and investors;
highly safe and clean lifestyle for
community and smart rental income
and long term price raising to the
investors.
In short, Bahria Town is the only
place to park your hard earned
money if you want fraud free
documentation and 0% chance of
Qabza.

Diamond Tower

Building your vision

Building your vision
Growing Today For a
Better Tomorrow
Life is Better Here,
You will Fit Right In..

Paradise…

Where Location, Leisure and Lifestyle Come Alive
Let us welcome you to a wholesome lifestyle, a lifestyle that speaks volumes. A lifestyle
dominated by comfort and secure living, with every feature customized according to your
needs. The Diamond Tower provides a one stop solutions to your need to break a sweat at gym,
to your urge of going on a shopping spree, to the desires of your taste buds and to your much
deserved tranquil, family time at home.

Rawalpindi’s Most Luxury Residence

Live outside the times

A Dream Home

A Classy Family Environment

Diamond Tower offers you a dream hope
of your choice comprising 1,2,3 and 4
rooms apartments, elegantly designed to
suit your taste and budget. High standard
of finishing and use of quality materials in
all fixtures to ensure you get the best you
deserve.

Most discerning people always prefer
aesthetic values of architecture besides
standards of construction and design. It is
all about a lifestyle that breeds confidence.
QJ Heights Apartments have envisioned a
unique project at a prime location where
people aspire to live and enjoy all the
facilities of modern day life.

An Exclusive Lifestyle

An Ideal Place for Luxury Living

Home is the place where one live with
pride and prestige. It is comfortable and
spacious with peaceful atmosphere. If your
is situates in close proximity to a safe and
secure area, then nothing can be more
lovable. After all, home is a place which
demands complete privacy, security and
comfort.

Today’s life mewls improving
relationships-with work, love, family,
friends and your community. It’s a place
where families connect. Meticulously
planned to provide you every comfort and
convenience that western concepts hold
important, QJ Heights Apartments
maintanis eastern values of an ideal family
residences, as well.

Diamond Tower

Diamond Tower

Live outside the times
Spacious Corridor

Apartments

Corridors are not only stylish but they are
also spacious and well ventilated.
Elevators are speedy, modern and
imported. Quality materials have been used
on doors, window and floor to raise your
standard of living. it has Earthquake proof
structure. Not a single aspect of this
project left unnoticed, because we know
how to do it.

Luxury is what we all want and luxury is
what these apartments are offering. These
luxurious apartments comprise of 10
floors. Apartments are available in 1,2,3
and 4 bedrooms with luxury attached
baths, American kitchen and modern
drawing room, it really makes it worth
living.

Two Car Parking Plaza

Fulfilling Your Ambitions

Parking is one of the hassles in the
neighborhood, considering that in mind,
Lower ground floor have been dedicated
for parking purpose only. This
underground car parking feature will
certainly provide a lot of convenience to
the residents.

Your dream about an outstanding home
becomes a passion. Just think about the
concept which brings to you an aroma of
freshness and inspirational creativity to
fulfill your desires and passion for an
exclusive lifestyle you have been dreaming
of.

live outside the line
SUBARBIA

RESIDENCE
WE will soon launch ‘Suburbia Residence’ Luxury
apartments located in Bahria Town, with most appealing
and developing neighborhood. A place where great
beauty and peace come together to create a whole new
level of fine living with the view of korang river. A pure
residential project with basement, ground and 3 stories,
consists of 1 bed,2 bed and semi furnished service
apartments.
The amenities includes
Gated community with 24 hours security.
Sports complex.
Super market.
Health club.
EDGE restaurant.
Masjid.
Spacious car parking.
Swimming pool etc

SUBARBIA

We may have grown beyond our
most ambitious dreams,
however, one thing has remained
the same – the pursuit
of excellence and strong social
responsibility is at the
core of our philosophy
Project lifesaver

Bringing Loved Ones Home
Providing Additional Peace
of mind Safely Back Home

SAKOON
GHAR

WE are going to launch Sakoon Ghar, an old age home, a multi-residence housing
facility intended for senior citizens. Typically, each person or couple in the home has
an apartment-style room or suite of rooms. Additional facilities are provided within
the building. This can include facilities for meals, gatherings, recreation activities,
and some form of health or care.

ayza
garDEN

WE are going to launch Sakoon Ghar, an old age home, a multi-residence
housing facility intended for senior citizens. Typically, each person or
couple in the home has an apartment-style room or suite of rooms.
Additional facilities.

